
ADDENDUM TO: COMMENSURATIONS OF THE JOHNSONKERNELTARA E. BRENDLE AND DAN MARGALITSeptember 12, 2007Abstrat. Let K(S) be the subgroup of the extended mapping lass group,Mod(S), generated by Dehn twists about separating urves. In our earlierpaper, we showed that Comm(K(S)) �= Aut(K(S)) �= Mod(S) when S is alosed, onneted, orientable surfae of genus g � 4. By modifying our originalproof, we show that the same result holds for g � 3, thus on�rming Farb'sonjeture in all ases (the statement is not true for g � 2).The purpose of this note is to extend the results of our paper \Commensurations ofthe Johnson kernel" to the lone remaining ase. We briey review the notation andbasi ideas before explaining the improvement. We refer to reader to that paperfor further details [1℄.Let S = Sg denote a losed, onneted, orientable, surfae of genus g, and letMod(S) denote the extended mapping lass group (orientation reversing elementsare allowed). The Torelli group I(S) is the subgroup of Mod(S) onsisting of ele-ments whih at trivially on H1(S;Z), and the Johnson kernel K(S) is the subgroupof I(S) generated by Dehn twists about separating urves.The abstrat ommensurator of a group �, denoted Comm(�), is the group of iso-morphisms of �nite index subgroups of � (under omposition), with two suh iso-morphisms equivalent if they agree on a �nite index subgroup of �. The produtof � : G �! H with  : G0 �! H 0 is a map de�ned on ��1(H \G0).We have the following theorem, whih on�rms a onjeture of Farb in all ases [2℄.In the original paper, we stated and proved the theorem for g � 4.Theorem 1. Let g � 3, and let G be either I(Sg) or K(Sg). We haveComm(G) �= Aut(G) �= Mod(Sg):For g � 5 and G = I(Sg), Theorem 1 is due to Farb{Ivanov [3℄. MCarthy{Vautawproved that Aut(I(Sg)) �= Mod(Sg) for g � 3 [5℄. Mess proved that I(S2) = K(S2)2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. Primary: 20F36.Key words and phrases. Johnson kernel, Torelli group, automorphisms, abstratommensurator.The �rst author was supported in part by NSF grant DMS-0606882 and the LSU Counil onResearh Summer Stipend Program. The seond author was partially supported by NSF grantDMS-0707279 and the NSF VIGRE program. 1



2 TARA E. BRENDLE AND DAN MARGALITis an in�nitely generated free group, so Theorem 1 ertainly does not hold in thisase [6℄. Also, it is a theorem of Dehn that I(S1) = 1.Theorem 1 is a onsequene of the following more general theorem.Theorem 2. Let g � 3, let H be a �nite index subgroup of either I(Sg) orK(Sg). Any injetive homomorphism � : H �! I(Sg) is indued by an elementf of Mod(Sg) in the sense that �(h) = fhf�1 for all h 2 H.Theorem 2 has various orollaries. In partiular, it follows that �nite index sub-groups of I(S) and K(S) are o-Hop�an, and that �nite index subgroups of I(S)and K(S) are harateristi in I(S) up to onjugay.Our basi method, following Ivanov, is to translate Theorem 2 into a question abouturve omplexes. The omplex of urves C(S) is the omplex with verties for iso-topy lasses of simple losed urves in S and simplies for disjointness. The omplexof separating urves Cs(S) is the subomplex spanned by the separating urves. Fi-nally, the Torelli omplex T (S) has verties for isotopy lasses of separating urvesand isotopy lasses of bounding pairs in S, and simplies for disjointness.A superinjetive map from one urve omplex to another is a map whih preservesdisjointness and nondisjointness (superinjetive maps are easily seen to be simpliialand injetive). Theorem 2 redues to the following theorem.Theorem 3. Let g � 3. Every superinjetive map Cs(Sg) �! T (Sg) is indued byan element of Mod(Sg).Let S = Sg , and let �? : Cs(S) �! T (S) be a superinjetive map; in the originalpaper, �? is indued by an injetive homomorphism � : H �! I(S), where H is a�nite index subgroup of either I(S) or K(S). The goal is to show that �? is induedby an element f of Mod(S). It follows that f indues �, whih gives Theorem 2.A key idea for the argument in our original paper is that of a sharing pair. Supposethat a and b are separating urves in S whih bound genus 1 subsurfaes Sa andSb of S, respetively. We say that a and b form a sharing pair for the urve � ifS � (Sa [ Sb) is onneted, and Sa \ Sb is an annulus whih ontains the urve�. Note that � is neessarily nonseparating. The point is, if a map �? : Cs(S)�! Cs(S) preserves sharing pairs, then we an extend �? to a map C(S) �! C(S):the nonseparating urve shared by a and b maps to the nonseparating urve sharedby �?(a) and �?(b).The basi outline of the proof of Theorem 3 is as follows.(1) The image of �? lies in Cs(S).(2) The map �? preserves topologial types of urves, and it remembers whentwo urves are on the same side of a third urve.(3) The map �? preserves sharing pairs.(4) �? indues a well-de�ned superinjetive map �̂? : C(S) �! C(S).(5) By a theorem of Irmak, �̂?, hene �?, is indued by some f 2 Mod(S) [4℄.



ADDENDUM TO: COMMENSURATIONS OF THE JOHNSON KERNEL 3All of the arguments in the original paper are valid in the ase of genus 3 exeptthe argument for Step 3. In the remainder of this addendum, we explain how tomodify the proof of this step.Step 3 above is Proposition 4.2 of the original paper, whih is a straightforwardonsequene of Steps 1 and 2 and of the following lemma, whih is Lemma 4.1 inthe original paper. We restate the lemma (with the ase g = 3 added) and explainhow to modify the proof.Lemma 4. Let g � 3, and let a and b be urves in S = Sg whih bound a genus 1subsurfae of S. Then a and b are a sharing pair if and only if there exist separatingurves w, x, y, and z in S with the following properties.� z bounds a genus 2 subsurfae Sz of S� a and b are in Sz and interset eah other� x and y are disjoint� w intersets z, but not a and not b� x intersets a and z, but not b� y intersets b and z, but not aNote that we do not speify whether or not w intersets x or y.One diretion of the proof of Lemma 4 works as stated in the original paper forg � 3. That is, if there exist urves w, x, y, and z with the given properties, thena and b form a sharing pair.It remains to show that, if a and b form a sharing pair in Sg for g � 3, then wean �nd urves w, x, y, and z whih satisfy the onditions of the lemma. Theidea from the original paper is shown in Figure 1. The reader will notie that thisonstrution is rather ompliated, and does not give a useful on�guration in S3in any obvious way.
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zFigure 1. The original onstrution of the urves w, x, y, and z.The new idea is to give a simpler on�guration that works for every genus g � 3.This new on�guration is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The new onstrution of the urves w, x, y, and z.We remark that the on�gurations in Figures 1 and 2 are di�erent in an essentialway. For instane, onsider the intersetion of the genus 1 subsurfae bounded byy and the genus 2 subsurfae bounded by z; in Figure 1, this intersetion is a disk,whereas in Figure 2 it is an annulus. Perhaps more to the point, in Figure 1, eahof w, x, and y bounds of a genus 1 subsurfae, whereas in Figure 2, the urve xdoes not bound a genus 1 subsurfae when g � 4.Referenes[1℄ Tara E. Brendle and Dan Margalit. Commensurations of the Johnson kernel. Geom. Topol.,8:1361{1384 (eletroni), 2004.[2℄ Benson Farb. Automorphisms of the Torelli group. AMS setional meeting, Ann Arbor, Mihi-gan, Marh 1, 2002.[3℄ Benson Farb and Nikolai V. Ivanov. The Torelli geometry and its appliations: researh an-nounement. Math. Res. Lett., 12(2-3):293{301, 2005.[4℄ Elmas Irmak. Superinjetive simpliial maps of omplexes of urves and injetive homomor-phisms of subgroups of mapping lass groups. Topology, 43(3):513{541, 2004.[5℄ John D. MCarthy and William R. Vautaw. Automorphisms of Torelli groups.arXiv:math.GT/0311250.[6℄ Geo�rey Mess. The Torelli groups for genus 2 and 3 surfaes. Topology, 31(4):775{790, 1992.Tara E. Brendle, Dept. of Mathematis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA70803-4918E-mail address: brendle�math.lsu.eduDan Margalit, Dept. of Mathematis, University of Utah, 155 S. 1400 East, Salt LakeCity, UT 84112E-mail address: margalit�math.utah.edu


